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The permanent is an important characteristic of a matrix and it has been used in many applications.

Unfortunately, it is a hard to compute and hard to approximate the immanant. For dense/full matrices, the fastest
exact algorithm, Ryser, has O(2n−1 n) complexity. In this work, a parallel algorithm, SkipPer, is proposed to exploit
the sparsity within the input matrix as much as possible. SkipPer restructures the matrix to reduce the overall work,
skips the unnecessary steps, and employs a coarse-grain, shared-memory parallelization with dynamic scheduling. The
experiments show that SkipPer increases the performance of exact permanent computation up to 140× compared to
the naive version for general matrices. Furthermore, thanks to the coarse-grain parallelization, 14 – 15× speedup on
average is obtained with τ = 16 threads over sequential SkipPer. Overall, by exploiting the sparsity and parallelism,
the speedup is 2000× for some of the matrices used in the experimental setting. The proposed techniques in this paper
can be used to significantly improve the performance of exact permanent computation by simply replacing Ryser with
SkipPer, especially when the matrix is highly sparse.
Key words: Sparse matrices, permanent, Ryser’s algorithm, multicore CPUs, shared-memory parallelism, load balancing

1. Introduction
Given an n × n matrix A with entries ai,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n , the permanent is computed as
perm(A) =

n
∑∏

ai,σ(i) ,

(1)

σ∈P i=1

where P is the set of all permutations of the numbers in {1, 2, · · · , n} .
The permanent has many applications and relations in mathematics, statistics, and computer science;
for instance, it is related to Fibonacci and Lucas numbers [1] as well as order statistics [2]. Permanents also
have found applications in quantum computing: boson sampling, introduced by Aaronson and Arkhipov [3],
is a restricted quantum computing model that samples from the probability distribution of identical bosons
and this distribution can be obtained by computing the permanents of some matrices obtained throughout the
process. To analyze the efficiency of classical computers in simulating boson sampling, a benchmark of the exact
permanent computation algorithms was recently performed [4]. Another application of the permanent is from
bioinformatics, where exact values are required to find the genotype probability distributions required for DNA
profiling [5]. The permanent computation problem is also related to identity testing in simple read-restricted
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circuits [6]. In addition to these, the permanent has interesting relations with graph theory; with an efficient
algorithm to compute perm(A) , one can count the number of perfect matchings for a bipartite graph or find the
number of vertex-disjoint cycle covers of a directed graph. These two statements are direct conclusions of (1)
when a (0,1)-matrix A is generated as the bi-adjacency or adjacency matrix, respectively. More applications
of permanents and their relations with theory and practice can be found in [7]. Unfortunately, computing the
permanent of a (0,1)-matrix is #P-Complete [8].
Since permanent computation is hard, approximating the permanent is a well-studied problem. Jerrum et al. [9] discussed an approach using Markov chains, which can provide an ( 1 + ε )-approximation for the
permanent of a nonnegative matrix in fully polynomial time, with Õ(n10 ) complexity. Their Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach makes use of the underlying graph being bipartite, and the techniques cannot
be generalized easily to the general graph case. Štefankovic et al. [10] took the MCMC approach and highlighted the difficulties that arose. They also proposed a Markov Chain efficiently estimating the number of
perfect matchings in a special graph class. Gurvits and Samorodnitsky [11] and Linial et al. [12] used matrix
scaling and proposed deterministic approximations with exponential guarantees ( 2n and en , respectively). Dufosse et al. also employed matrix scaling to improve the variance of the existing approximations in practice [13].
There also exist studies focusing on special classes, e.g., positive semidefinite matrices [14] and random matrices
with unit variance and vanishing mean [15].
Various studies exist in the literature focusing on the exact computation of (1) [16–19]. When the
matrix is dense/full, Ryser’s algorithm from 1963 [20] uses the inclusion/exclusion principle and computes the
permanent in O(2n−1 n2 ) time. Later, Niejenhuis and Wilf proposed to process the sets in Gray-code order to
reduce the complexity to O(2n−1 n) [21]. This algorithm is still the most efficient algorithm at hand for generic
matrices. From now on, it will be denoted as Ryser.
Besides all the applications of permanents, as mentioned above, it is an interesting problem in practice
to understand how fast can we compute the permanent with the current parallel architectures at hand. This
work solely focuses on the exact permanent computation problem for sparse matrices and proposes a parallel,
novel algorithm called SkipPer. When the matrix is sparse, computing the permanent is not straightforward;
indeed, when the number of possible transversals, i.e. sets of n nonzero matrix entries such that no two
come from the same row or the same column, is small, one can enumerate all the transversals and sum their
contributions to find the permanent. Unfortunately, this is not the case for many sparse matrices. Even when
the number of transversals is large, depending on the level of sparsity, SkipPer incurs optimizations that
yield a shorter permanent computation time. In addition, although the Gray-code order seems to necessitate
inherently sequential iterations, SkipPer can parallelize the execution flow and assign a balanced work load to
the threads via dynamic scheduling. Furthermore, since SkipPer does not perform heavy preprocessing on the
input matrix, it can easily be plugged into existing permanent computation codes and replace Ryser to obtain
significant speedups based on the sparsity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents Ryser’s algorithm and related notation.
Section 3 describes the basic approach proposed to exploit the sparsity. A further optimization that focuses on
skipping the zero-contributing Gray codes with its coarse-grain parallelization is described in Section 4. The
related studies in the literature, as well as their differences from the proposed techniques, are summarized in
Section 5. Section 6 presents the results of the experiments and Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. Background and notation
For an n × n matrix, Eq. 1 defines the permanent in terms of transversals. With a naive algorithm, computing
the total contribution of all transversals takes O(n × n!) time. To reduce the complexity, Ryser’s algorithm
restructures the original permanent equation and performs inclusion/exclusion as follows:
perm(A) = −1n

∑

(−1)|S|

S⊆{1,2,··· ,n}

n ∑
∏

(2)

ai,j .

i=1 j∈S

The pseudocode of the Niejenhuis–Wilf variant of Ryser’s algorithm, Ryser, is given in Algorithm 1. In the
pseudocode, Gray g is the g th Gray code with (n − 1) bits; a 4-bit Gray code is shown on the right of the
algorithm. For a binary-reflected Gray code,
Grayg = g ⊕ (g ≫ 1),
where ⊕ is the bitwise XOR operation and g ≫ 1 shifts the bitwise representation of g to the right by one bit.
Let Gray g [ j ] be the j th bit of Gray g , where j = 1 denotes the least significant bit. The set bits
for each code, i.e. the ones that are equal to 1 , represent the indices of the selected columns. To store and
keep the impact of these columns, the algorithm keeps maintaining a vector x , whose i th entry relates to the
contribution of the ith row of the matrix. For each g , the algorithm first finds the difference between Gray g
and Gray g−1 , i.e. the changed bit in Gray g (line 8). Then the updates due to this bit modification are
performed on x (line 12). Finally, the product of these vector entries is added to p (line 14). Note that the
Niejenhuis–Wilf variant practically uses an (n − 1)-bit Gray code, not an n -bit one, for an n × n matrix to
halve the execution time.
Algorithm 1 : Ryser
Input: A (n × n matrix)
Output: perm( A )
for i = 1 to n do
sum = 0
for j = 1 to n do
4:
sum ← sum + ai,j
5:
x ← ai,n − sum
2
1:
2:
3:

6:

p←

∏n
i=1

x[i]

for g = 1 to 2n−1 − 1 do
j ← log2 (Gray g ⊕ Gray g−1 )
s ← 2×Gray g [ j ] −1
prod ← 1
for i = 1 to n do
12:
x[i] ← x[i] + (s × ai,j )
13:
prod ← prod × x[i]
14:
p ← p + ((−1)g × prod)
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

15:
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return p × (4 × (n mod 2) − 2)

Gray0
Gray1
Gray2
Gray3
Gray4
Gray5
Gray6
Gray7
Gray8
Gray9
Gray10
Gray11
Gray12
Gray13
Gray14
Gray15

Binary
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

Gray
0000
0001
0011
0010
0110
0111
0101
0100
1100
1101
1111
1110
1010
1011
1001
1000
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As mentioned above, Ryser’s algorithm is currently the most efficient one for the exact computation
of permanents of generic, dense matrices. In the pseudocode above, the outer loop (line 7) iterates exactly
(2n−1 − 1) times and the inner loop (line 11) iterates n times. Hence, the overall complexity is O(2n−1 n) .
3. SpaRyser: An algorithm for sparse permanents
A sparse matrix has many zero entries; for permanents, and hence for Ryser, such entries do not have a practical
impact on the final value. When the selected transversal contains even a single zero, its whole contribution
becomes zero. Hence, such entries can be removed from the matrix and the remaining part can be stored
with an appropriate data structure. The most widely used sparse-matrix data structures in the literature are
Compressed Row/Column Storage (CRS and CCS). To store the sparse nonzero pattern, these structures use two
arrays where the entries of the first one denote the start locations of each sparse row/column whose column/row
ids are consecutively stored in the second array. An additional array, whose index structure is the same as the
second array, is used to store the nonzero values. A toy matrix and its CRS/CCS representations are given
in Figure 1. Using such a structure for permanent computation was proposed by Mittal and Al-Kurdi [16].
However, their approach computes the permanent via enumeration and can be used only for matrices when the
number of all transversals is small. That is, their algorithm is based on (1), whereas the proposed algorithms
SpaRyser and SkipPer in this work are based on (2).

Figure 1: (a) A 6 × 6 matrix and its (b) CRS and (c) CCS representations.

For a dense/full matrix, regardless of the flipped bit, there will be n updates on the vector x. However,
for a sparse matrix, one can exploit the sparsity with CCS representation, since the zero entries, which have zero
contribution on the x vector, can be skipped. Thanks to CCS, when the j th bit is flipped in the Gray code, the
number of updates to the vector will exactly be equal to the number of nonzero elements on column j . Note
that Ryser also performs the same number of useful updates, but it also performs updates with no impact.
Hence, in terms of the number of floating point operations, using CRS and CCS can significantly increase the
efficiency based on the level of sparsity in the matrix. The pseudocode of SpaRyser is given in Algorithm 2.
In addition to the exploitation of sparsity, SpaRyser performs two other techniques for fast permanent
computation:
1. In Algorithm 1, Ryser, the inner loop (at line 11) has two statements. Using CRS and CCS in SpaRyser
only reduces the number of x updates on the first line but the Θ(n) cost of the second line to compute
prod is still there. The preliminary experiments showed that for a significant number of iterations of the
main loop, i.e. for many g values, the contribution, and hence the value of the prod , can be zero in sparse
4287
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Algorithm 2 : SpaRyser
Input: ( rptrs, columns, rvals ) - CRS of A
( cptrs, rows,
cvals ) - CCS of A
Output: perm(A )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

nzeros ← 0
for i = 1 to n do
sum = 0
for ptr = rptrs[i] to (rptrs[i + 1] − 1) do
sum ← sum + rvals[ptr]
x[i] ← rvals[rptrs[i + 1] − 1] − sum
2
if x[i] = 0 then
nzeros ← nzeros + 1

if nzeros
0 then
∏>
n
p ← i=1 x[i]
11: else
12:
p←0
9:
10:

28:

for g = 1 to 2n−1 − 1 do
j ← log2 (Gray g ⊕ Gray g−1 )
s ← 2×Gray g [ j ] −1
for ptr = cptrs[j] to ( cptrs[j + 1] − 1 ) do
row ← rows[ptr]
val ← cvals[ptr]
if x[row] = 0 then
nzeros ← nzeros − 1
x[row] ← x[row] + (s × val)
if x[row] = 0 then
nzeros ← nzeros + 1
if nzeros = 0 then
prod ← 1
for i = 1 to n do
prod ← prod × x[i]
p ← p + ((−1)g × prod)

29:

return p × (4 × (n mod 2) − 2)

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

matrices. However, even for these g values, Ryser performs all the multiplications. To get rid of these
unnecessary operations, SpaRyser counts the number of zeros with a variable nzeros , and when a zero
is detected, i.e. when nzeros is positive, it does not compute the product and does not update p.
2. Both Ryser and SpaRyser use a binary-reflected Gray code. For an n -bit, binary-reflected Gray code,
the j th bit changes 2n−j times for 1 ≤ j ≤ n . Hence, there is a significant imbalance on the numbers
of bit flips for different bit locations. Such an imbalance yields an avenue for further optimization. To
increase the performance of the algorithm, a preprocessing step is applied and the columns are ordered
in increasing number of nonzeros. This ordering is expected to increase the performance, since sparser
columns are processed more frequently compared to the denser ones. Clearly, the amount of improvement
depends on the imbalance on the number of column nonzeros. This ordering scheme is called SortOrd.
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4. SkipPer: Faster sparse permanents with Gray skipping and parallelization
With SpaRyser, the sparsity is exploited and the unnecessary multiplications are omitted. However, one can
further avoid them by explicitly skipping these iterations, which will yield an even faster algorithm. That is,
instead of checking a zero vector-product for every iteration, when a zero-contributing Gray code is detected, one
can skip as many iterations as possible with a single jump. Nevertheless, the jumps must not skip a contributing
iteration. To jump as long as possible, the proposed algorithm SkipPer uses the following lemma.
Lemma 1 In an n -bit binary-reflected Gray code, the value of the j th bit of Gray g , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n , is
{
Grayg [j] =

0(

j−1

⌊ (g−22j

)

)

⌋ mod 2 + 1

if g < 2j−1
otherwise.

The lemma is exploited as follows: when a zero entry x[i] is detected throughout the execution, at least one of
the columns of A having a nonzero at its ith position needs to be processed to make x[i] nonzero. In Ryser’s
approach, a column is processed when the corresponding bit in the Gray code changes. Let next(g, j) be the
first iteration after the g th iteration where Gray g [j] ̸= Gray next(g,j) [j] for 1 ≤ j ≤ n . Based on the lemma,
this iteration can be computed as:
{
2j
if g < 2j
next(g, j) =
g + 2j+1 − ((g − 2j ) mod (2j+1 )) otherwise.
For completeness, note that in an n -bit Gray code, when next(g, j) ≥ 2n , Gray g [j] is already the last value
for the j th bit and it will never be changed.
Using next(g, j), for a vector entry x[i] = 0 encountered at iteration g , SkipPer computes
g (i) = min {next(g, j) : ai,j ̸= 0}
to find the earliest iteration that can make x[i] ̸= 0 . Hence, assuming x is the current vector at iteration g ,
the first iteration that can produce a nonzero prod value is
{
next(g) =

g+1
max{g (i) : x[i] = 0}

if x[i] ̸= 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
otherwise.

It is indeed safe to jump from iteration g to next(g) for each 1 ≤ g < 2n−1 − 1 since all nonzero
contributions of all the iterations will still be taken into account. However, one also needs an efficient mechanism
to find the entries in vector x at iteration next(g); due to skipping, the algorithm only computes x for iteration
g and not for the iterations in between. Fortunately, this can be efficiently done by computing the bitwise
difference of Gray g and Gray next(g) as Algorithm 3 shows (lines 10–18).
By using the next(.) function, SkipPer skips the zero-contributing transversals as much as possible.
To increase the length of skips, an ordering is applied as a preprocessing step whose pseudocode is shown in
Algorithm 4. As described in the previous section, the ordering technique in SpaRyser was sorting the columns
based on their number of nonzeros. For SkipPer, a similar, sorting-like column ordering, SkipOrd, is used,
which dynamically updates the degree counts ( degs in the pseudocode) after each column selection in such
4289
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a way that the degree of each unselected column is always equal to the number of its rows that are not yet
touched by previously chosen columns. That is, degs[j] is the additional number of rows touched for the first
time if column j is chosen. The ordering process always continues with the column having minimum degs
value (line 14). To ignore already chosen columns during this selection, degs[j] is immediately set to ∞ once
column j is selected (line 15 of Algorithm 4).

Algorithm 3 : SkipPer
Input: (rptrs, columns, rvals ) - CRS of A
(cptrs, rows,
cvals ) - CCS of A
Output: perm( A)

Algorithm 4 : SkipOrd
Input: A ( n × n matrix)
Output: A′ (row/col permuted A )
1:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

for i = 1 to n do
sum = 0
for ptr = rptrs[i] to ( rptrs[i + 1] − 1 ) do
sum ← sum + rvals[ptr]
x[i] ← rvals[rptrs[i + 1] − 1] − sum
2

∏n
p ← i=1 x[i]
7: g ′ ← 0
8: g ← 1
6:

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

while g < 2n−1 do
grdif f = g ⊕ g ′
for j = 1 to n do
if grdif f [j] = 1 then
grdif f [j] ← 0
s ← 2×Gray g [ j ] −1
for ptr = cptrs[j] to cptrs[j + 1] − 1 do
row ← rows[ptr]
val ← cvals[ptr]
x[row] ← x[row] + (s × val)
prod ← 1
for i = 1 to n do
prod ← prod × x[i]
p ← p + ((−1)g × prod)
′

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

rowP erm ← [.]
colP erm ← [.]
rowV isited ← [.]
degs ← [.]
for j = 1 to n do
degs[j] ← 0
rowV isited[j] ← false
for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to n do
if ai,j ̸= 0 then
degs[j] ← degs[j] + 1
i←1
for j = 1 to n do
curCol ← argmin{degs[ℓ]}
ℓ

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

degs[curCol] ← ∞
colP erm[j] ← curCol
for all ℓ s.t. aℓ,curCol ̸= 0 do
if rowV isited[ℓ] = false then
rowV isited[ℓ] ← true
rowP erm[i] ← ℓ
i←i+1
for all k s.t. aℓ,k ̸= 0 do
if degs[k] ̸= ∞ then
degs[k] ← degs[k] − 1
A′ ← A[rowP erm, colP erm]

g ←g
g ← next(g)
return p × (4 × (n mod 2) − 2)

In SkipOrd, the steps where the rows are touched for the first time are also taken into account (lines 17–
24 of Algorithm 4). Such a row ordering creates a structure with entries close to the diagonal in the lower
triangular part of the matrix. This is expected to increase the performance; when a vector entry x[i] = 0 with
a large i (close to n ) is encountered, to increase the length of the jumps, one hopes that x[i] keeps its value as
long as possible. Since the Gray-code is unbalanced and the later bits are less frequently flipped, x[i] will be
zero for a long time if flipping the earlier bits does not yield an update on x[i] . This is what the row-ordering
in SkipOrd provides and this is why this ordering is expected to make SkipPer faster.
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4.1. Parallel permanent computation with SkipPer
As Algorithm 3 shows, there are loop workloads at two levels where the size of the iteration space is 2n−1 − 1
for the first level (line 9) and n for the second level (lines 11 and 20). Since 2n−1 much larger than n and
a coarse-grain parallelism usually create less overhead, it is better to divide the permanent computation into
a number of tasks through the outer loop. Hence, the threads will process different iterations, i.e. different
chunks of consecutive Gray codes. Although it seems hard to start processing arbitrary chunks at first glance,
by using the technique in SkipPer, the threads can skip all the iterations until the first iteration of any chunk.
Hence, the previous approach can be used to divide all the iteration space into τ threads.
Let ti be the ith thread for 1 ≤ i ≤ τ . To parallelize SkipPer, one can simply divide the iteration space
into equisized chunks of size c = ⌊2n−1 − 1)/τ ⌋ (the last thread may perform a few more iterations if τ does
not divide 2n−1 ). Each thread computes the first iteration of its chunk by computing gfi irst = c × (i − 1) + 1
τ +1
n−1
and process the Gray codes in the iteration space [gfi irst , gfi+1
. The x
irst ) where for completeness, gf irst = 2

vector (as computed in line 5 of Algorithm 3) is copied to the private memory of each thread and the private
copy xi is updated based on gfi irst by ti . After the initialization step, the threads process their chunks as in
the sequential SkipPer. Since the parallelized variant is quite similar, a separate pseudocode is not provided.
One problem with this simple approach using static scheduling is that although each iteration seems to
be equal in terms of its computational load, especially for sparse matrices, an unexpected number of iterations
are skipped in a single chunk. Since the number of skipped iterations can greatly vary for different chunks,
when static scheduling is used, the workload distribution among the threads can be highly irregular. To better
balance the loads, one can use more, smaller chunks and assign the chunks to the idle threads one by one
throughout the execution, i.e. perform dynamic scheduling.
5. Related work
There are a few studies on computing exact permanents for sparse matrices: Mittal and Al-Kurdi proposed an
algorithm that enumerates all the permanents by exploiting the efficiency of CRS and CCS representations [16].
Their algorithm is efficient for very sparse matrices with a small number of transversals. When the number of
transversals is large, which is usually the case in practice, the execution time increases significantly. Unlike their
algorithm, SkipPer does not enumerate the transversals and runs along the same lines as Ryser’s algorithms.
Forbert and Marx proposed an approximation algorithm for sparse permanents [22]. In the same study,
they also presented a decomposition scheme based on the following equation:
([
perm

a
d

b
e

c
A′

([

])
= perm

0
d

0
e

c
A′

])
+ perm

([
])
ae + bd A′ ,

(3)

where for an n × n input matrix on the left side of equality, a and b are scalars, c is an ( n − 2)-dimensional
row vector, d and e are ( n − 1 )-dimensional column vectors, and A′ is the ( n − 1 ) × (n − 2) left-over
matrix. This decomposition scheme was exploited by Liang et al. [23] and a hybrid algorithm was proposed,
which recursively decomposes the matrices via (3) if there exists a row/column with less than or equal to four
nonzeros. If this is not the case, i.e. when all the rows/columns have more than four nonzeros, the algorithm
calls Ryser. This decomposition is also employed in the experiments of this work. The proposed algorithms in
this study, especially SkipPer, can be used instead of Ryser in this hybrid algorithm.
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The experiments of Liang et al. showed that when the density of the matrix, i.e. the ratio of the number
of nonzeros to n2 , is 40%, the execution times of the hybrid algorithm and Ryser are comparable. They also
reported that for a 25 × 25 matrix having 25% density, the execution time ratio of Ryser and the hybrid
algorithm is 1.5 . In the preliminary experiments, SkipPer alone, even without decomposition, provided much
better speedups, especially when the sparsity was higher. Note that as n increases with a constant sparsity, the
decomposition technique becomes less and less effective since the expected number of nonzeros in a row/column
increases and becomes more than four. The hybrid algorithm in [23] was also used by Yue et al. [19], where the
matrix was first partitioned into two for a more efficient permanent computation. Similar to the aforementioned
studies, SkipPer can be used instead of the hybrid algorithm, or inside the hybrid algorithm, to improve the
performance.
Since the decomposition can yield many matrices, a trivial parallelization strategy would be assigning all
the final submatrices to a different thread/processor/node/etc. This strategy was considered in [24] with a loadbalancing technique based on estimating the hardness of the permanent computation for each submatrix. Similar
to the above, if decomposition is not applicable, one cannot divide the task into subtasks with this strategy.
However, even if this is the case, the proposed parallelization of SkipPer can be employed. Furthermore, as
the experiments will show, with dynamic scheduling this strategy yields almost linear speedups and hence it
can be used without hesitation even when decomposition is possible.
Computing permanents of special matrix classes, e.g., (0,1)-matrices, has been investigated in the literature [18]. As mentioned before, the permanent of a (0,1)-matrix is related to the number of perfect matchings in
the corresponding graph structure. A more recent study introduced a different approach specialized to compute
the number of perfect matchings in complex, weighted, undirected graphs [25]. The approach in [25] does not
directly exploit the sparsity; however, it uses an approach different than Ryser’s while computing the permanent. Although SkipPer can work for any matrix, it can be specialized for (0,1)-matrices with a better memory
layout and further optimized by adapting the techniques in [18] and [25].
6. Experimental results
To analyze the performance of Ryser, SpaRyser, and SkipPer and measure the performance improvements
obtained due to exploitation of sparsity, Gray skipping, and parallelization, various experiments are conducted
on synthetic and real-life matrices. All the experiments are performed on a server running on 64-bit CentOS
6.5 equipped with 64GB RAM and two Intel Xeon E7-4870 v2 clocked at 2.30 GHz and having 15 cores each.
Each core has a 32KB L1 and a 256KB L2 cache, and the size of the L3 cache is 30MB. For the multicore
implementations, C++ and OpenMP 4.5 are used with gcc 8.2.0 and -O3 optimization flag.
6.1. Experiments with synthetic data
To generate synthetic data, the Erdös–Renyi model is employed; for an n × n matrix, each entry ai,j is
independently chosen to be a nonzero with a constant probability p , a parameter to the model. Hence, each
row/column is expected to have p × n nonzeros and the expected number of nonzeros is p × n2 . The probability
values p = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} and the matrix dimensions n = {32, 34, 36} are used in the experiments. For each
( n , p ) tuple, 5 random matrices are created. Figure 2 (left) shows the execution times of the algorithms with
different orderings for n = 32 . Each bar is an average of five values, i.e. execution times for five matrices.
On the right of the figure, the coefficients of variation (CV) are given for each bar. Note that the CV values
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are usually at most 0.25 and more than 0.30 only when the average execution time is small. As the results
show, SpaRyser is better than the naive algorithm Ryser especially when the sparsity is high. However, when
p = 0.5 , there is not much sparsity to exploit and SpaRyser becomes slower. As the results confirm, the impact

Execution Time

of the ordering (SortOrder) on the performance of SpaRyser is significant.
300.0
250.0
200.0
150.0
100.0
50.0
0.0

p = 0.2

Natural
Ryser

p = 0.3

Natural

p = 0.4

p = 0.5

SortOrder

SpaRyser

Natural

SkipOrder

p
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

Ryser
Nat.
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01

SpaRyser
Nat. Ord
0.28 0.29
0.10 0.23
0.05 0.12
0.08 0.01

SkipPer
Nat. Ord.
0.32 0.39
0.20 0.33
0.15 0.25
0.09 0.18

SkipPer

Figure 2: The execution times (in seconds) for n = 32 and p = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} of the algorithms Ryser, SpaRyser,
and SkipPer with and without ordering on randomly generated matrices (left) and variations of coefficient for the
execution times on five matrices used for each ( n, p ) pair (right). The bars labeled as Natural show the executions where
no ordering is applied to the given matrix and the natural order is used.

The proposed algorithm SkipPer improves the performance drastically; although it can perform much
worse when the matrix is unordered, with SkipOrder its performance improves significantly. Even for p = 0.5 ,
SkipPer is 1.6× faster than Ryser. For p = 0.2 , the speedup is around 40×. The speedups of SkipPer with
SkipOrd over Ryser with different n and p values are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Speedups of to SkipPer over Ryser with different n and p values.

n
32
34
36

p
0.2
40.1×
119.7×
140.9×

0.3
10.8×
11.2×
13.2×

0.4
2.5×
3.8×
4.2×

0.5
1.6×
1.6×
1.6×

Table 2 compares the algorithms in a pairwise manner for n = 32 and p = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. As
described above, 20 matrices are generated for n = 32 with different p values. To compare two algorithms,
for each matrix, the execution time of the former is divided into that of the latter and the averages of these
20 values are reported in the table. As the results confirm, SkipPer performs much better than the other
two algorithms. Furthermore, SortOrd is a better ordering for SpaRyser, and SkipOrd yields around 20%
better performance for SkipPer compared to SortOrd. Although better orderings may still exist, these
two observations show the validity of the rationale behind the orderings designed specially for SpaRyser and
SkipPer.
The performance of the proposed approach described in the previous section to parallelize SkipPer is
evaluated with 16 threads and coarse-grain parallelism. The parallelism is employed first by dividing the
iteration space of length 2n−1 − 1 into 16 static chunks. The performance is also measured with much
smaller chunks created and assigned by dynamic scheduling. The speedup results with 16 chunks, i.e. static
scheduling (columns 10 –13 ), and 512 chunks with dynamic scheduling (columns 6 – 9) are presented in Table 3.
The results confirm that with smaller chunks, one can have almost linear speedup, i.e. between 14.4 and 15.2
with τ = 16 threads. However, especially for sparser matrices, where the number of skipped iterations can
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Table 2: Pairwise performance comparison of the algorithms for n = 32 . For each row, the performances are normalized
w.r.t. to the algorithm whose name is given in the leftmost column at that row. Each value in the table is the average
of normalized execution times for 20 different executions since four different p values are used and five matrices are
generated with each p .

Algorithm
Ryser
SpaRyser

SkipPer

Ordering
Natural
Natural
SortOrd
SkipOrd
Natural
SortOrd
SkipOrd

Ryser
Nat.
1.0
0.9
1.8
1.7
2.9
11.0
13.7

SpaRyser
Nat. Sort Ord
1.0
1.9
1.0
1.8
0.9
2.6
1.3
9.5
4.7
12.1 5.9

Skip Ord
1.0
1.4
5.0
6.3

SkipPer
Nat. Sort Ord
1.0
3.4
1.0
4.1
1.2

Skip Ord
1.0

greatly vary, the parallel efficiency is low with static scheduling. Columns 2 - 5 in the table present the speedups
w.r.t. sequential Ryser when τ = 16 threads are used. Overall, parallel SkipPer is around 600×–2000×
faster than Ryser and the speedups decrease with decreasing sparsity.
Table 3: Speedups of parallel SkipPer-SkipOrd with τ = 16 threads: columns 2 – 5 show the improvement with
dynamic scheduling w.r.t. the traditional Ryser. Columns 6 – 9 present the speedups w.r.t. the sequential algorithm.
To show the benefits of dynamic scheduling, columns 10 – 13 show the speedup values with static scheduling.

n
32
34
36

Speedup w.r.t. seq.
Ryser
(dyn., #chunks = 512)
p
0.2
0.3 0.4
0.5
605
161 37.2 23.7
1790 172 57.4 24.4
2050 180 49.2 24.2

Speedup w.r.t. seq.
SkipPer-SkipOrd
(dyn., #chunks = 512)
p
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
15.2 15.1 14.8 15.3
14.4 15.2 15.2 15.5
14.6 15.0 15.5 15.6

Speedup w.r.t. seq.
SkipPer-SkipOrd
(stat., #chunks = 16)
p
0.2 0.3
0.4
0.5
6.6 10.3 11.1 11.7
6.1 9.8
9.8
10.7
6.8 9.0
10.6 13.7

6.2. Experiments with real-life matrices
In addition to synthetic matrices, five real-life matrices are used to further evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithms. The properties of the matrices and the results of the experiments are given in Table 4.
For each matrix, the decomposition technique (3) in [22, 23] is used to recursively decompose the matrix into
two. The decomposition is performed until there is no row/column having less than 5 nonzeros or n ≤ 32 .
Each algorithm is run with a 30-min time limit and computes the permanent of as many submatrices as it can.
For each algorithm alg , Table 4 reports the number of submatrices alg processes, the number of submatrices
on which alg is the fastest, and alg ’s average relative performance with respect to that of SkipPer-SkipOrd.
The relative performance is computed only over the matrices processed by alg . Since SkipPer is the fastest
algorithm and the time limit is the same for all the algorithms, SkipPer’s execution times are known on
these matrices. An algorithm is considered best for a matrix if its execution time does not exceed 1.05× the
minimum permanent computation time for that matrix. As the table shows, although there are matrices for
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which SpaRyser is better than SkipPer, i.e. 6 submatrices for c100 and one submatrix for chesapeake, the
average performance of SkipPer is much better than the other two algorithms.
Table 4: This table shows the number of matrices processed, number of matrices with the fastest execution time, and
the relative performance with respect to SkipPer for each algorithm. For each row, several submatrices are generated
by using the decomposition given in Eq. 3. The last two columns present the speedup values for SkipPer with static
and dynamic scheduling, respectively.
Prop.
Matrix
bfwb62
c100
cage5
chesapeake
will57

n
62
100
37
39
57

Ryser
nnz
202
300
233
340
281

Solved
15
15
10
15
15

Best
-

Perf.
37.8
4.3
22.2
11.8
69.2

SpaRyser-SortOrd

SkipPer-SkipOrd

Solved
49
38
10
44
64

Solved
520
42
10
84
609

Best
14
7
-

Perf.
11.7
1.2
6.2
5.5
13.4

Best
520
36
10
83
609

Perf.
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

SkipPer-SkipOrd
τ = 16, speedup
static dynamic
7.1×
14.7×
14.9× 15.9×
6.7×
13.6×
5.6×
14.8×
8.3×
14.7×

In addition to the individual performances of Ryser, SpaRyser, and SkipPer, the last two columns
of the table present the speedups for SkipPer both with static and dynamic scheduling and τ = 16 w.r.t.
sequential SkipPer. The results confirm the previous experiments; static scheduling can fail to balance the
load distribution, whereas parallelization with dynamic scheduling yields close to linear speedups.

7. Conclusion and future work
In this work, a parallel algorithm for efficient computation of permanents of sparse matrices is proposed.
Compared to the original algorithm Ryser, around 2000× speedups are obtained for matrices with high
sparsity. The proposed techniques can be used to improve the performance of the existing solutions in the
literature since at one point they almost all use Ryser. The best algorithm, SkipPer, uses Gray skipping,
whose impact heavily depends on the nonzero pattern in the matrix. Although SkipOrder’s effectiveness
is shown empirically, it would be an interesting future work to generate the best ordering that enables the
algorithm to cover the iteration space with the fewest number of skips and yield the best theoretical complexity.
In addition, one can also combine the current work with the technique proposed by Servedio and Wan [17],
which adds a row/column to the original matrix to obtain an augmented matrix to encounter many zero terms
in Ryser. In addition to these, it could be interesting to analyze further optimizations within SkipPer for
matrices with a specific pattern/structure such as structurally and numerically symmetric matrices.
Another possible research avenue is parallelizing SkipPer on many-core devices such as GPUs. The
problem is harder indeed; balancing the load with nonuniform and dynamic task sizes is not a straightforward
job when thousands of cores are available. However, the Gray skipping technique as well as the proposed
ordering technique can be easily adopted since they create independent tasks with possibly varying but small
computational loads; one can easily increase the number of chunks to millions. Unfortunately, a possible
architectural problem with this approach can be the existence of intervals with no impact on the permanent.
Especially when these intervals are distributed evenly among all the intervals, a naive task-to-thread assignment
will weaken the utilization of the GPU. This problem can be solved by computing the permanent in a warpcentric approach instead of a thread-centric one. In the future, this path is planned to be investigated to have
an efficient GPU parallelization of SkipPer.
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